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［Objective］

We serve as a responsible corporate citizen by 
performing an active, independent role in 
supporting the growth of  society’s  next 
generation and in closely communicating, 
collaborating, and cooperating with local 
communities.

Corporate Citizenship Initiatives
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Younger employees planned an event entitled the “Discover the 
Joy of  Science Project”  as  part  of  the 60th anniversary 
commemoration program.

Held for two days with the participation of 17 students interested 
in science from high schools in Kyoto Prefecture, the event consisted 
mainly of science quizzes and experiments conducted using 
analytical and measurement instruments. The event was designed 
not as a science course where students learn from textbooks, but as 
a laboratory program in which students experience the joy and fun 
of science by making full use of their sensing abilities to study 
familiar objects. The participants were high school and technical 
college students, who are at a stage in life where they must think 
about their future careers. Designed by younger employees 
committed to providing opportunities for such students to develop 
interest in science and widen their range of career options, the event 
proved very popular among participants.

As a sponsor company, HORIBA participated in the 11th All Japan 
Student Formula One Championship held at Shizuoka Prefecture’s 
Ogasayama Athletic Park Ecopa. This championship aims to support 
students who aspire to become engineers in the future in acquiring 
manufacturing skills through carrying out planning, design, and 
manufacturing of automobiles. A total of 79 teams, including from 
China, India, Thailand, Indonesia, and other countries, competed in 
the championship.

HORIBA performed vehicle engineering tests during the 
championship, exhaust gas measurements after driving, and tire 
temperature measurements using radiation thermometers in order 
to provide participating students with opportunities to experience 
analysis and measurement technologies first-hand.

Discover the Joy of Science Project Participating in the All Japan Student Formula One 
Competition as a Sponsor Company

Initiatives for the Support for the Development of Society’s Next Generation

★ Discover the Joy of Science Project
  http://www.horiba.com/jp/social-responsibility/support-for-the-
development-of-societys-next-generation/analysis-is-discovery-report/

★ Let’s Measure Things: Measuring tires (Japanese Only)
  http://www.jp.horiba.com/hakaruba/explore/2-tire

http://www.horiba.com/jp/social-responsibility/support-for-the-development-of-societys-next-generation/analysis-is-discovery-report/
http://www.jp.horiba.com/hakaruba/explore/2-tire
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In order to provide elementary and junior high school students 
with opportunities to learn about various phenomena in our daily 
lives, we hold environmental delivering classes, in which participants 
can conduct experiments using familiar materials and biodiversity 
seminars on the amazing sensing abilities of animals and plants. In 
2013, we held 42 seminars, with a total of 2,480 participants.

We hold various event s to provide children with opportunities to 
learn about the joy of science and the wonders of animals through 
hands-on experience using HORIBA products.

(Examples of events held in 2013)
July 26-27 Kids Engineer 2013 (Nagoya)
Octber 5 Komatsu Science World (Ishikawa)
October 13 Kyoto Students' Festival (Kyoto)
November 9-10 Youngsters’ Science Festival (Kyoto)
Dec. 12-14 Eco Products 2013 (Tokyo)

In August, at Kyoto Afterschool Day Service Center Niji for 
Children with Hearing Disabilities, we provided a delivering class for 
22 children with hearing disabilities. This was our first time to host a 
class for children with hearing disabilities. We were very pleased to 
learn that the children enjoyed the many experiments conducted 
using instruments they had never touched before.

Environmental Delivering Classes Providing a Delivering Class for Children with Hearing Disabilities

Initiatives for the Support for the Development of Society’s Next Generation

Kids Engineer 2013 Eco Products 2013
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On November 30, Vice President and 30 employees of HORIBA 
STEC Korea made kimchi with locals in the “Kimchi from Our Hearts” 
event held at the Seongnam City Welfare Center near the office. 
Employees bought 400 kg of Chinese cabbage and pickles; 
employees and other volunteer members struggled to make kimchi 
from the morning onward. The kimchi they made was delivered to 
80 households, including elderly living alone and impoverished 
families.

A new employee who participated in the event for the first time 
commented as follows: “My heart was full of joy at seeing elderly 
men and women looking so happy to receive kimchi. The atmosphere 
of the office improved and I feel very happy that I could do 
something good for the locals.”

In July, HORIBA collaborated in the 2013 Summer Open Door 
Event held at the National Institute for Environmental Studies 
(Tsukuba City, Ibaraki Prefecture). This event is an open door 
program held by the institute in April and July each year to stimulate 
local residents’ interests in environmental problems and deepen 
their understanding of environmental research as well as science 
and technology in general. Many local children participate in the 
event. HORIBA conducted an experiment to use a small exhaust gas 
analyzer to compare the concentration of carbon dioxide (CO2) 
contained in human breath and in automobile exhaust gas. On the 
day of the event, HORIBA’s exhibit was busy with more than 500 
visitors—a number far exceeding our expectations. This was a great 
opportunity to get many people interested in environmental 
problems and to have them experience the pleasure of measuring 
things first-hand.

Volunteering for the “Kimchi from Our Hearts” Event Collaborating in the 2013 National Institute for 
Environmental Studies Summer Open Door Event

Initiatives for Dialogue with Local Communities and Society
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In 2012, HORIBA employees held a charity bazaar to support the 
areas affected by the Great East Japan Earthquake. Using the bazaar’
s proceeds along with a contribution from HORIBA, Ltd., we donated 
a pitching machine to the baseball team of Rikuzen-Takata Hirota  
Junior High School (currently, Rikuzen-Takata Higashi Municipal 
Junior High School) in Iwate Prefecture. The team won the 27th 
Iwate Prefecture Junior High School Freshman Soft Baseball 
Championships held on October 19 and 20, 2013. Subsequently, the 
team performed well in many baseball competitions and is currently 
striving towards a new goal. The Baseball Team Parents’ Association 
sent us a report on the results of the baseball team’s activities along 
with a thank you message for HORIBA.

The Beach Cleanup in Suma is held twice a year to pick up trash 
scattered along Hyogo Prefecture’s Suma Beach in order to study its 
composition. This event is part of a global initiative, the International 
Beach Cleanup campaign, which targets beaches around the world. 
HORIBA employees have participated in this campaign since 2002.

Thank You Letter from the Rikuzen-Takata Higashi  Junior 
High School Baseball Team

Participating in the “Beach Cleanup in Suma” event

Initiatives for Dialogue with Local Communities and Society
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Readout is a technical journal issued by HORIBA. The name 
"Readout" represents our sincere desire - helping readers understand 
the company's proprietary products and technologies by offering 
information about them. Since its first issue in July 1990, the journal 
has been published biannually.

The journal, including back numbers, can be downloaded from 
HORIBA’s website.

"Readout"

Publication of technical journal "Readout"

★  Technical journal "Readout"
http://www.horiba.com/publications/readout/
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http://www.horiba.com/jp/publications/readout/

分析・計測のアプリケーション開発特集

No. 41September 2013

http://www.horiba.com/publications/readout/



